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This is a cover version of the aIbums hit, Payphone, and Akons
version is the more modernly produced track, and both are classic
house songs with Akon pulling off a slick duet with Fe are. This was
the hip hop working alongside the house master, and if you think

thats a tough thing to do, try emulating the tone of the #1
mainstream hit of 2004 - Akon always gets aways with it, Akon is

part of the house scene but when it comes to the album its actually a
hip hop album. Im a hip hop head but I have to say that this album
rocks. He obviously has a different listen of music but if you re ever

in the mood for a fun track, thats my suggestion for you. When
theres a big white revokution its actually him who gets the girl, but

this isnt any sort of a point. This is only about the fact that Akon is in
love. And its a very good song in general. If youd like, you can really

put your head in the music and enjoy it. Akons first collaboration
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with the Scarface crooner came together almost unbelievably
quickly, without any additional hype, better yet without Akon

knowing that any kind of song would be released. Ne-Yo wouldnt tell
Akon until after he agreed to do the song, and only then was Akon

informed that a song was in the pipeline. Its this kind of candid,
humble approach that makes these collaborations so well-received,

and Ne-Yo proves how effective that approach can be. Obviously
Akon had some sort of connection with Jennifer Lopez before this,

and that coming from her doesnt count. It was a moment that
declared the rise of both artists, and although Ashanti isnt

mentioned in this Akon and Ne-Yo story, shes certainly a pivotal part
of this, with her career beginning to take off at the same time as
Akons. Its amazing to think that some of their first collaborations

came when they werent even even Ne-Yos on their level.
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